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bstract. We present an adaptive quarter-pel �Qpel� mo-
ion estimation �ME� method for H.264/AVC. Instead of ap-
lying Qpel ME to all macroblocks �MBs�, the proposed
ethod selectively performs Qpel ME in an MB level. In or-
er to reduce the bit rate, we also propose a motion vector
MV� encoding technique that adaptively selects a different
ariable length coding �VLC� table according to the accuracy
f the MV. Experimental results show that the proposed
ethod can achieve about 3% average bit rate reduction.
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Introduction

n block-based video coders, motion estimation �ME� car-
ies a great significance because of its impact on the com-
ression efficiency. In order to achieve high compression
fficiency, ME is performed with quarter-pel �Qpel� accu-
acy as well as half-pel �Hpel� and integer-pel accuracies in
he H.264/AVC standard.1 Even though ME with a high
ccuracy generally reduces the bits required for encoding
he difference frame, it often compromises the total bit rate
ecause the bits required for encoding the motion vector
MV� grows as the motion vector accuracy �MVA� in-
reases.

Various methods of obtaining the optimal MVA has been
ntroduced in the literature.2,3 In Ref. 2, an optimal MVA is
erived for each macroblock �MB� and for each frame. The
ptimal MVA formula in Ref. 2 reveals that the MVA is
ependent on the texture and the interframe noise of the
B. In Ref. 3, the MVA is adaptively determined for each
B by examining all possible MVAs and selecting the one
ith the minimum Lagrange cost. However, the coding
ain of these methods is limited, since additional bits indi-
ating the MVA need to be encoded.

In this letter, a novel MVA decision algorithm for H.264/
VC is presented. The proposed method determines the
alidity of Qpel ME for each MB. Since no additional bit is
equired to indicate the MVA, the proposed algorithm can
e implemented without modifying the syntax of the
.264/AVC standard. Then, in order to achieve the coding
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gain, we also propose an MV encoding technique that adap-
tively changes the variable length coding �VLC� table ac-
cording to the MVA of the MB.

2 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed algorithm consists of two techniques. We first
present an adaptive MV encoding technique for H.264/
AVC. Then, based on the proposed MV coding technique,
we also propose an MVA decision technique.

In H.264/AVC, not an original MV itself but the differ-
ence between the original MV and the predicted motion
vector �PMV�,1 the motion vector difference �MVD�, is en-
coded. Let �V denote the MVD defined as follows:

�V = Vo − Vp, �1�

where V0 and Vp represent the original MV and PMV, re-
spectively. In H.264/AVC, each horizontal and vertical ele-
ment of �V is independently encoded by using a common
VLC table without considering the MVA of the MB.

For notational simplicity, we first define three motion
vector sets:

MVall = ��u,v��u,v � 0,− 1/4,1/4;− 1/2,1/2, . . . � , �2�

MVQpel = ��u,v��u,v � 0,− 1/4,1/4,− 3/4,3/4, . . . � , �3�

MVHpel = ��u,v��u,v � 0,− 1/2,1/2,− 1,1, . . . � . �4�

Note that MVAll is a union set of MVQpel and MVHpel. If ME
is performed up to Hpel accuracy, the resulting MV should
belong to MVHpel. If we allow Qpel ME, the additional MV
set, MVQpel, is required to express the MV.

Assume that ME is performed up to Hpel accuracy for
the current MB, i.e., V0�MVHpel. Then, �V is an element
of either MVHpel or MVQpel depending on Vp as follows:

�V � �MVHpel, if Vp � MVHpel,

MVQpel, if Vp � MVQpel.
� �5�

Note that the number of possible �V values is halved if
Qpel ME is not applied. Therefore, instead of using a VLC
table including all possible MVD values, VLCAll, a reduced-
size VLC table containing either Hpel or Qpel MVD val-
ues, VLCHpel or VLCQpel, can be used. By adaptively chang-
ing the VLC table according to the MVA of the MB, the
bits required to encode MVD in H.264/AVC can be effec-
tively reduced.

The bits required for encoding the MV can be reduced
by skipping Qpel ME. However, Qpel ME needs to be
omitted when it has a negligible impact on ME perfor-
mance. In order to determine whether Qpel ME is neces-
sary, we consider two cases. In the first case �C1�, we skip
Qpel ME for all MBs and encode the MVDs using VLCHpel.
We allow, in the second case �C2�, Qpel ME for all MBs.
Then, the resulting MVDs are encoded using VLCAll. By
comparing C1 and C2, the effect of Qpel ME can be ana-
lyzed.

Let dRDcost denote the difference between the rate dis-
tortion costs �RDcosts� of C1 and C2. If dRDcost is posi-
tive, we can interpret that Qpel ME is required for the MB.
This is because the loss caused by skipping Qpel ME is
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�1
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arger than the gain achieved by the proposed MVD coding
echnique. In the other case, Qpel ME can be considered
nnecessary. Now, the remaining problem is to find the
lements which affect dRDcost.

Motivated by the optimal MVA formula,2 we claim that
he necessity of Qpel ME increases as the spatial and tem-
oral complexity of the MB increases. In our work, we
stimate the spatial and temporal complexity of the current
B from the MB at the reference frame indicated by Vp,
hich is also available at the decoder. First, we measure the

um of the gradients of the luminance component as a spa-
ial complexity metric.4 Let �Yh and �Yv denote the hori-
ontal and vertical gradient defined as

Yh�x,y� = �Ŷ�x + 1,y� − Ŷ�x,y�� ,

Yv�x,y� = �Ŷ�x,y − 1� − Ŷ�x,y�� , �6�

here Ŷ is the luminance component of the reference
rame, and �x ,y� is the pixel coordinate. Then, the spatial
omplexity of the MB, Dp, is obtained by averaging the
radient values inside of the MB as follows:

p =
1

N2 �
i=0

N−1

�
j=0

N−1

max	�Yh�xp + i,yp + j�,�Yv�xp + i,yp + j�
 ,

�7�

here N is the size of the MB, �xp ,yp� is the pixel coordi-
ate determined by Vp, and max�·,·� returns the maximum
alue between two values. The temporal complexity of the
B is simply defined as a magnitude of Vp,

Vp� = �Vp,h
2 + Vp,v

2 �1/2, �8�

here Vp,h and Vp,v represent the horizontal and vertical
lements of Vp, respectively.

Based on the preceding spatial and temporal complexity
etrics, we examine the relation between dRDcost and

omplexity metrics. Figure 1 shows an example of the
RDcost result obtained by using the 80th frame of the
oreman test sequences. In this example, the quantization
arameter �QP� is set to 36, one reference frame is used
ith CABAC coding, and the other experimental condi-

ions are given in Table 1. For each MB, dRDcost is com-
uted by performing C1 and C2, and o or x is assigned to

Fig. 1 Example of the dRDcost result for the Foreman sequence.
ptical Engineering 110502-
represent whether its value is positive or not. We can see
that if the temporal or spatial complexity of the MB is high,
Qpel ME tends to be advantageous. In the other case, where
the spatial and temporal complexities are both low, the
skipping of Qpel ME is beneficial in most cases. This ten-
dency is consistent with the results in Ref. 2. To this end,
we define an exponential curve to determine whether Qpel
ME is advantageous:

f��Vp�� = aeb�Vp�, �9�

where a and b are modeling parameters. These parameters
are obtained by taking logarithm function to Eq. �9� and
applying the least-squares linear classification, so that a and
b minimize the squared classification error.5 By using test
sequences in Ref. 6 and different QPs in Table 1, a and b
are achieved by 9.29 and −2.99�10−2, respectively. Then,
Qpel ME is applied only when the estimated complexity
point, ��Vp� ,Dp�, is located above the curve of Eq. �9�,
where Qpel ME tends to improve the coding efficiency.

Figure 2 summarizes the procedure of the proposed al-
gorithm at the encoder. When encoding the MB, Dp and

ME without
Qpel accuracy

YES

NO

ME with
Qpel accuracy

Encode MVD
using VLCAllpV QpelMV

YES

NO

Start

Finish

Obtain Dp and |Vp|

Encode MVD
using VLCQpel

Encode MVD
using VLCHpel

Dp < f (|Vp|)

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

Table 1 Experimental conditions.

Software JM 16.0 �Ref. 7�

Profile High

Prediction structure IPPP

Sequence resolution CIF �352�288�, 720p �1280�720�

Number of encoded frames 100

Number of reference frames 3

QP 32, 36, 40, 44

ME Exhaustive �1/4 resolution�

ME search range 32 �CIF�, 64 �720p�

Rate distortion optimization Enabled

Entropy coding CAVLC, CABAC
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�2
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f��Vp�� are calculated by using the PMV of INTER-16
16 mode, and the Qpel ME is applied if Dp� f��Vp��.

his Qpel ME decision result is shared for all subparti-
ioned blocks. In other words, we do not allow each sub-
artitioned block to have different MVA. At the decoder,
p is similarly obtained by Eq. �7�. Then, if Dp� f��Vp��,

he received MVD bits are decoded using either VLCQpel or
LCHpel, depending on the PMV. Since the same PMV
hould be used at both encoder and decoder, the PMV of
NTER-16�16 mode is used at the decoder. In the other
ase, the MVD bits are decoded by using VLCAll as the
onventional decoder.

Experimental Results and Conclusion

n order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
ithm, the proposed method is compared with the conven-
ional algorithm in Ref. 3. A PC with an Intel Core2 Quad,
.67-GHz CPU, and 8 GB RAM is used. The detailed ex-
erimental conditions are given in Table 1. The changes of
jontegaard Delta �BD� rate ��bit�, encoding time ��TE�,
nd decoding time ��TD� are used to measure the
erformance.7

Table 2 indicates that the proposed algorithm improves
he coding efficiency of the original JM 16.0 by 2.97% and
.77% for CABAC and CALVC, respectively.8 Since the
roposed algorithm does not require any overhead bit to
ndicate the MVA, superior coding efficiency is obtained
hen compared to the conventional algorithm. Here, it

hould be noted that the Bigships and Jets sequences are
ncoded by using 151th to 250th and 301th to 400th
rames, where shot changes occur, respectively. Since the
ntracoding outperforms the intercoding in such cases, the
erformance of the proposed algorithm is not deteriorated.

From the viewpoint of the computational complexity,
ince all MVAs are examined and the best one is selected,3

he complexity of the original JM 16.0 encoder and decoder
s maintained or slightly increased. In the proposed algo-
ithm, by skipping unnecessary Qpel ME, additional com-
utation for Dp at the encoder is compensated and even a

Table 2 Performance

Sequence

Ref. 2 �CABAC/CAVLC�

�bit�% � �TE�% �

CIF Crew −0.69/−0.28 0.75/1.24

Foreman −0.07/−0.19 1.01/0.19

Salesman −0.49/−0.18 −0.15/−0.36

Soccer −0.23/−0.42 0.23/0.22

20p Bigships −1.12/−0.69 1.88/1.02

City −1.23/−1.36 0.39/1.03

Jets −1.20/−1.06 0.44/1.29

Raven −2.03/−2.70 0.92/0.35

Average −0.88/−0.86 0.68/0.71
ptical Engineering 110502-
slight encoding time saving of 3.57% and 3.41% is
achieved by CABAC and CAVLC, respectively. In addi-
tion, although the decoder should compute Dp for each MB,
the decoding time is also saved by 4.68% and 4.27% on
average for CABAC and CAVLC, respectively. This is be-
cause the interpolation time for the motion compensation is
decreased due to the skipping of the unnecessary Qpel ME
at the encoder.

In this letter, we first presented an adaptive MVD coding
scheme. Then, in order to apply the adaptive MVD coding
technique effectively, we also proposed an algorithm that
selectively performs Qpel ME based on the spatial and tem-
poral complexity of the MB. The experimental results dem-
onstrated that the proposed algorithm improves coding ef-
ficiency without requiring the computational overhead at
both encoder and decoder.
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proposed algorithm.

Proposed �CABAC/CAVLC�

D�% � �bit�% � �TE�% � �TD�% �

/0.04 −2.72/−2.03 −4.90/−4.54 −3.15/−4.15

/0.21 −3.15/−3.15 −5.01/−4.17 −5.28/−4.58

/0.09 −2.63/−2.18 −5.41/−4.45 −3.45/−1.67

/−0.12 −2.65/−2.80 −3.91/−4.92 −4.93/−4.24

/0.31 −2.11/−2.66 −1.97/−1.83 −5.78/−6.12

/0.41 −2.46/−2.08 −2.01/−1.89 −4.57/−3.99

/0.89 −3.62/−2.51 −2.31/−3.17 −4.78/−4.45

/0.98 −4.43/−4.72 −2.02/−2.32 −5.46/−4.96

/0.34 −2.97/−2.77 −3.57/−3.41 −4.68/−4.27
of the

�T

0.15

0.28

0.17

0.13

0.48

0.75

1.23

0.69

0.48
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